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ADVANCED DIGITAL SOLUTIONS 

FOR EVENTS & ACCOUNTS



Geo-Targeting and data science for true one-to-one marketing

Smarter Targeting with Hyper-Personalization

In today’s digital world, consumers are overly-exposed to online advertising and content. This makes achieving the required ROI from 

your digital marketing campaigns more of a challenge. The best way to drive the interest of your next customer is through relevant 

and personalized messages. Personalized one-to-one marketing can dramatically increase your conversations and sales.

Marketing through Technology & Data

Advertisers have been slow to adopt one-to-one marketing strategies because they believe it is time consuming and difficult to scale. 

Existing cookie-based solutions are difficult to integrate due to technical limitations and data privacy laws. Fortunately, the evolution 

of data science and technology is making true one-to-one marketing achievable. 

Our Digital BullseyeTM solutions combine precision geo-location knowledge of your targeted prospects with offline and mobile data. 

We connect your CRM and mobile data to leading media platforms to reach hyper-targeted audiences across channels and devices.

We are revolutionizing programmatic media with our patented approach of achieving one-to-one marketing at scale. And because we 

can match sales, we prove our value with a definitive ROI.
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IP TARGETING- Digital Direct Mail 

Why it’s better than Website Remarketing,                     

Email, and Direct Mail 



IP TARGETING

Matching IP Addresses to your list of names and street addresses and showing 

your native, display or video ad only to those people, across all devices.  



CRM DATA OR OUR LISTS
USE YOUR

 Use your CRM data / Marketing Lists to reach your EXISTING AUDIENCES

 Use our data lists to reach potential NEW TARGETED AUDIENCES  

Make Model Year Model First Last Address ST ZIP Home Phone County

H-D 1998 TBD Nelson Geraldine 13165 ORCHID ST NW MN 55448 (763) 323-3640 ANOKA

H-D 1998 TBD Johnson Dianne 11524 CROOKED LAKE BLVD NW MN 55433 (763)421-3523 ANOKA

H-D 1998 TBD Daniel Juergens 1579 82ND AVE NE MN 55432 (763) 432-7771 ANOKA

H-D 1998 TBD Earl Hendricks 1611 61 ST AVE NE MN 55432 (763)571-8237 ANOKA

H-D 1998 TBD Michael Muller 6431 E RIVER RD MN 55432 (763)571-8271 ANOKA

H-D 1998 TBD Carlson Patrick 3851 BUCHANAN ST NE MN 55421 (763)7064153 ANOKA

H-D 1998 TBD Fernando Garcia 1032 128TH AVE NE MN 55434 (763) 754-8345 ANOKA

H-D 1998 TBD Elton Taylor 11197 DRAKE ST NW MN 55433 (763)754-8819 ANOKA

H-D 1998 TBD Gregg Wickland 10907 WOODY LN NW MN 55448 (763)755-3183 ANOKA



IT WORK?
HOW DOES

Your ads are only 

shown to those 

households

List of physical

addresses and names

(ie Buyers, Ship-To’s, etc.)

We match those to the 

household’s internet 

connection - IP Address



MORE EFFECTIVE THAN WEB RETARGETING
WHY HOUSEHOLD IP TARGETING IS 

Problems with Cookie-Based Retargeting 

Less accurate (behavioral-based)   

Rising risks of non-human traffic (bots)

Cookies & browser histories get erased

Ad-blocking software & browsers

Can only engage current site visitors   

Advantages of Cookie-Free IP Targeting 

Targeting real people (offline data-based)   

95% Human Traffic; no wasted impressions

Static IP’s, new IP’s are captured 

Can’t be blocked by software & browsers

Larger audience- can engage all prospects  



MORE EFFECTIVE THAN E-MAIL ALONE
WHY HOUSEHOLD IP TARGETING IS 

The problem with E-Mail is 

Limited Reach (CAN-SPAM COMPLIANT)   

Spam Folders

Low Open Rates

Tracking Limitations / ROI  



MORE EFFECTIVE THAN DIRECT MAIL
WHY HOUSEHOLD IP TARGETING IS 

The problem with Direct Mail is 

Poor frequency (one time shot)

Expensive creative

Hard to track

Easy to miss  

Household IP Targeting is Direct 

Mail for the internet age!



MORE EFFECTIVE THAN DIRECT MAIL
WHY HOUSEHOLD IP TARGETING IS 

Instead of reaching a 

household ONE time 

with Direct Mail

You could reach a 

household 25-50 times 

in one month with IP 

Targeting!



“MATCH BACK” REPORTS
CALCULATE ROI WITH OUR 

You see how many people 

were sold to from the list 

we are targeting!

Each month you provide 

us with an Excel sheet 

from your “sold lists”

We match those against 

our target list



Using location based, 

demographic, and behavioral 

targeting to reach consumers 

with ads on their mobile

devices.

MOBILE CONQUEST



AND GEO-TARGETING
MOBILE GEO-FENCING 

Geo-Fencing Geo-Targeting

VS

 A "mobile geo-fence" is the process of 

creating a virtual boundary around an area 

by means of GPS signals. 

When used for marketing, this allows you to 

reach very targeted audiences on their 

mobile phones with relevant messages.

We "geo-fence" hundreds and hundreds of 

event and thousands of retail outlets a year.



AND GEO-TARGETING
MOBILE GEO-FENCING 

We can reach people wherever 

they are using their smartphones 

& tablets – in multiple ways

Behavioral Targeting

Targeting people who have shown 

specific online behaviors or are in a 

certain demographic

Location / Brand Targeting

Targeting people who have recently 

been to a location, business, event or 

specific brand of store



AND GEO-TARGETING
MOBILE GEO-FENCING 

Want to target people in real time while at your 

competitors locations or brand name businesses?
Geo-Fencing

Want to target people after they leave any event 

or location?
Geo-Retargeting

Want to target people after they leave a location and target 

people who live in the same neighborhoods as them?

Geo-Retargeting 

Lookalike

Want to target people when a certain type of weather 

condition happens?

Weather

Trigger



DIGITAL FOR EVENTS

At-Event Solutions

Connect with attendees at an event with targeted one-

to-one engagements. Generate leads from anywhere 

at the event. Get more people in your booth.

Post-Event Solutions (or no event)

Extend and expand your message AFTER an event.  

Connect with same targeted audiences while 

multiplying your reach to non-event attendees.  

Pre-Event Solutions (or no event) 

Generate interest in your brand before an event. Let people 

know you will be there, and why they should see you. Or 

reach people interested in an event but may not attend.



KEY WORD TARGETING
PRE-EVENT DIGITAL

Reach targeted 

audiences BEFORE

a big event



MOBILE GEO-FENCING
AT-EVENT DIGITAL

Your message sent to 

those who have GPS 

enable and an app open 

on their mobile phone

(ie Browser, Facebook, etc.)

Also…

FACEBOOK LOCAL 

AWARENESS ads 

work great for 

events!



FAN GEO-TARGETING
AT-EVENT DIGITAL

AMSOIL Snocross National- Spirit Mtn

Facebook Audience Network 

(FAN) lets you extend 

Facebook ad campaigns off of 

Facebook, using the same 

highly targeted categories you 

need to reach exact audiences 

and locations.



VENUE RETARGETING
POST-EVENT DIGITAL

Reach attendee’s 

AFTER the event…

…And calculate event 

ROI from Sold Lists
SOLD LISTIP LIST



MONTHLY REPORTS:
AVAILABLE

So what do we do with all this information? Optimize!

Put ads in front of MORE of the people that are THE MOST likely to do business with you

How many people are 

seeing my ad?
Impression

How many people see my 

ad DON'T click but still 

come to my website?

View Throughs

Which ad is getting the 

most clicks?
Creative Performance
(not available for all products)

What devices are they 

using?
Mobile/Desktop/Tablet
(not available for all products)

HHIP Match-Back 

Analysis
Sales-based ROI

How many people are 

clicking on my ad?
Click-Through-Rate
(national average CTR = 0.7%)

What websites are 

performing best?
Publisher Performance
(not available for all products)

How is each product 

performing?
Product Performance

How many people 

converted?
Conversions



How We Are 

Different

We track View Thru

Rates & Conversions

not just Impressions

or Clicks

We continuously 

optimize your 

campaign

In-depth, 

transparent 

reporting

Only above the fold 

inventory on display 

banner ads

We have

access to a majority

of available ad

inventory

E3 Marketing Group has over 20 years of experience in the power sports and manufacturing 

industries. We have worked with brands such as 3M, Yamaha, Polaris, BRP, Arctic Cat,

Ski-Doo, Fox Racing, Graco, and Lincoln Industries



E3 Marketing Group

Todd Louden | 763-273-7353

todd@e3marketinggroup.com

THANK YOU


